Abstract-Performance analysis is an integral part of developing and optimizing parallel applications for high-performance computing (HPC) platforms. Hierarchical data from different sources is typically available to identify performance issues or anomalies. Some hierarchical data such as the calling context can be very large in terms of breadth and depth of the hierarchy. Classic tree visualizations quickly reach their limits in analyzing such hierarchies with the abundance of information to display. In this position paper, we identify the challenges commonly faced by the HPC community in visualizing hierarchical performance data, with a focus on calling context trees. Furthermore, we motivate and lay out the bases of a visualization that addresses some of these challenges.
I. INTRODUCTION
The process of optimizing performance of parallel applications is an integral part of a successful software strategy in high-performance computing (HPC). However, the process of identifying performance bottlenecks and understanding behavioral phenomena in parallel applications is complex and tends to involve a problem-specific set of tools and visualizations. It is usually possible to identify some of the performance bottlenecks by solely examining metrics from a single application execution. However, properly identifying and finding complex bottlenecks depends on the ability to compare measurements from different executions, comparing different software versions or runtime configurations. Because the investigative process requires advanced, domain-specific knowledge, determining the right visualization to reveal relevant behavior to the experts is challenging.
Performance profile data can take various forms, as discussed in more detail in Section II. Often, the context for such data follows a hierarchical structure in potentially multiple dimensions (e.g., the Cube data model [1] ). The calling context is often of particular interest to the performance expert, as it describes the structure of the application, and identifying a performance phenomenon in the context of the software helps in understanding it. A calling context tree (CCT) [2] is a compact summarization of the relationships between callercallee entities in an application. Manipulating and reasoning upon the CCT is central to numerous performance engineering activities. As such, most code execution profilers produce performance reports anchored on a CCT or similar construct [3] , [4] , [5] , [6] , [7] , [8] .
High-performance computing applications can produce a large number of CCTs in multiple dimensions: (1) parallelism, (2) time, and (3) commit history. Evolution in terms of parallelism is seen when performance measurements across processing elements (processes, threads, etc.) or across different execution scales (number of nodes, cores, etc.) are compared. In this case, the CCT may contain an additional dimension with values for each processing unit, or each processing unit is associated with its own CCT. Evolution in terms of the time dimension is often reflected by tracking time steps or iterations in the application [9] . Evolution in terms of commit history involves comparing the performance of different versions of the code.
Visualizing CCTs is crucial for understanding the performance of HPC simulation codes, but due to the large scales in each of the dimensions mentioned above as well as the potentially large size of the CCT itself, visualization of the relevant data is challenging. This paper describes a flexible framework to visualize HPC-related benchmark execution profile. The key aspects of our framework is to express the transition between various complementary interactive visualizations. The combination of these visualizations describes a flow that covers the CCT trees, the function graph, processes / computational units, and the metric list. Transitions between views is enabled by simply selected using the mouse some relevant visual elements.
In this paper, we outline the types of data that are stored using CCTs (Section II), the related work (Section III), and typical user operations on the data (Section IV). Subsequently, we propose a prototype for a CCT visualization framework that allows HPC experts to quickly key in on the underlying cause of performance issues at scale (Section V). Our conclusion and future close the papers (Section VI).
II. HPC DOMAIN DATA
Several kinds of performance data are collected in HPC with different purposes. Measurements of a single execution of one application can be recorded for analyzing the performance of this single execution. The measurement of two or more executions (on different process counts, on different architectures, etc.) can be recorded for doing performance comparisons of these executions. For regression analyses, we may compare historical performance data of a single application or an entire system (all applications executed during a period of time) over time.
The HPC community is interested in several sub-components of the hardware and software stack that contribute to execution time and/or energy consumption. Execution time of an HPC application may depend on:
• Time spent in serial computation Since there are many potential sources of performance degradation, and it is difficult to attribute performance characteristics to the components listed above, there is not a definitive guide on performance engineering in HPC. Instead, whether comparing datasets from different executions or searching for bottlenecks in a single execution, the performance analysis process depends on advanced, domain-specific knowledge of the performanceengineering experts, and is usually tool-specific, hardwarespecific, and/or problem specific.
III. STATE OF THE ART
Current production performance tools typically use straightforward means to represent CCTs. Cube and hpcviewer, the performance data browsers for Score-P [3] and HPCToolkit [10] , respectively, use text-based tree views or tree tables similar to those often found in file browsers. Figure 1 shows an example of the Cube callpath display. Data spanning multiple CCTs (e.g., multiple processes in a parallel application) is shown on a unified tree using aggregate values. These tree views are easy to implement for tool developers and easy to interpret for users. VIPACT shows a hybrid tree and flat profile view with "halo nodes" showing the distribution of runtimes across processes [11] .
Despite its simplicity, there are drawbacks to the traditional tree view presentation:
• All tree nodes have the same size, making it difficult to visually distinguish interesting nodes in the CCT from uninteresting ones. Coloring helps to some extent, but a large number of uninteresting nodes can clutter the display.
• Related functions or function groups (i.e., common subtrees) are visually separated over possibly large distances. • Typical tree views show only scalar values for tree nodes, limiting the kind of information that can be displayed.
• Laborious interaction: Typically, users must expand each tree branch individually, often requiring lots of clicks to reach nodes of interest. However, both cube and hpcviewer implement a "hotpath" option which automatically expands the most expensive sub-branch.
An important insight here is that a tree view is not necessarily the ideal form to present CCTs. We therefore explore more compact visualizations that better highlight portions of interest.
In the context of memory performance analysis, Gralka et al. [12] presented a tool to visually explore detrimental memory access patterns. Besides a scatterplot where each low-level memory access is depicted as an individual point, they show the call tree as a flame graph [13] . Such a representation of a call tree encodes hierarchy but also duration, and lends it use in trace-based visualizations, such as HPCTraceViewer [14] and Vampir [15] . In principle, a flame graph is a variation of Kruskal's icicle plot [16] . The techniques presented by Trümper et al. [17] and De Pauw et al. [18] use tree visualizations of this type, as well. A similar visualization are indented trees, for instance used by De Pauw et al. [19] , [20] . The disadvantage is that these visualizations consume a significant portion of screen space. Another kind of tree visualizations are radial representations, which have been used by Adamoli and Hauswirth [21] , and Moret et al. [22] to depict CCTs. In a radial representation, functions with a relative small self-time can degenerate from radial boxes to small lines in the visualization, which we expect to occur quite often in the context of simulation software with an interactive design.
However, we adopted the basic idea of a radial representation to augment the nodes in our graph-based alternative Function View with an arc of radial boxes showing the share of execution time with respect to a specific calling function.
IV. DATA/VISUAL ANALYTICS OPERATIONS ON A CCT
We deem a specific set of user operations necessary that a visual analytics tool should support in order to help users in the analysis of CCTs. An important aspect of CCTs that needs to be managed by user operations is their size and scale. Filtering helps to reduce the size of CCTs and helps the user to focus on the interesting parts of the tree. This requires a tool to expose selectable metrics and thresholds, or queries to have the user communicate interesting nodes for subselection to the tool.
In the same context, grouping is a helpful operation, as well. Navigating through a large CCT is difficult. If the user could group the nodes in the tree, for instance with respect to their name or load module (library), the tree would resemble something that the user is more familiar with, such as the general architecture of the software. Especially in the context of computational science and engineering codes, we expect to have repeating patterns, for instance from iterative solvers, in a CCT. A visual analytics tool should provide the means to group the nodes of a pattern into a single entity and to unfold them again depending on whether the user wants to gain an overview of the tree or wants to drill down into details. This operation is effective only if analyzed metrics can be aggregated into the grouped entity.
Another set of operations should help the user to cope with multiple trees, e.g., from different runs, or different inputs per run. The basis for most of these operations is a matching between the nodes in two or more trees. Most of this matching should be done automatically. However, in very complex trees we expect automatic matching to fail. Unfortunately in such cases, a user-driven matching on the raw data will be often too time-consuming. A user-operated clustering can help a user during manual matching to focus on more dissimilar parts in the trees. Adamoli and Hauswirth [21] provide a list of methods and metrics for clustering and comparison of CCTs.
In general, an important hint towards interesting behavior that a user wants to analyze are the differences in trees according to one metric or a set of metrics, or topological changes. Thus, a visual analytics tool should support the union or subtraction of two or more matched CCTs and highlighting according to detected similarities or differences.
For different optimization strategies (performance, throughput, power consumption, etc.) the user will need the capability to overlay different metrics on the nodes of a CCT. For example, after matching or subtracting CCTs, being able to select and view different metrics on the highlighted node(s) is crucial for understanding the performance of HPC simulations.
V. PROTOTYPE OF A FLOW-BASED VISUALIZATION FRAMEWORK This section outlines a framework for visualizing the execution of HPC applications. The framework allows for several visualizations to be hooked together and is able to support a navigation flow between them. In section IV, we described a set of user operations a comprehensive framework should support. Note that, given the outlined framework is a prototype, not every aspect of these operations is included in the following framework. However, we encourage the reader to extend our framework to a tool ready for production use.
A. Flow-based Navigation Figure 2 gives a high level representation of the flow supported by our framework. The flow is modeled as a directed acyclic graph of four nodes. Each node represents a family of views on the data commonly considered when dealing with performance assessment and performance correction activities. In particular, we support the following views. CCT tree views: A CCT is a considered as a standard and intuitive representation of a program execution. This node describes visualizations of a CCT. A CCT may be large, which may turn a simple visualization ineffective. In particular, these views may filter out irrelevant parts of the CCT (e.g., the use of a particular library or architectural layer), and fine-tune the visualization (e.g., by using a particular or customized tree layout, user-defined color mapping to highlight some properties of each node). Therefore, the CCT tree view supports the filtering and grouping operations mentioned in Section IV. An example of a CCT tree view is given in Figure 4 .
Function graph views: CCT may be verbose, particularly in presence of loops. Considering the graph of function calls may be relevant for some activities (e.g., debugging, code maintenance, code understanding). Being able to visualize functions calls complements the CCT tree views. Such views have to consider the fact that function calls may form graphs, possible with cycle. The view should therefore accommodate such characteristics. Three examples of function graph views are given along the paper ( Figure 5 , Figure 6 , and Figure 9 ).
Process views: HPC applications typically run over a large number of execution units, typically CPU and GPU cores. Focusing on the execution units is relevant to characterize the use of the available resources. A process view may support a particular HPC-related activity. For example, measuring the load balancing across the execution units or identifying underused units. This can be seen as a clustering to gain an overview as described in Section IV. An example of a process view is given in Figure 7 . Metric views: An execution is accompanied with numerous metric reports to characterize, e.g., memory consumption, CPU uses, and cache uses. Numerical reports should be adequately presented using state-of-the-art visual representations. These views relate to the overlay operation. However, it requires links to the other views, especially the tree and function views.
This position paper claims that manipulating these views in an explicit fashion and expressing multiple flexible flows is key to incrementally build flexible and open analyzing HPC tools.
B. A First Flow Example
We illustrate the use of our framework on the basis of a Cube measurement report of the execution of the ZeusMP/2 benchmark [23] of the SPEC MPI 2007 benchmark suite [24] on 512 processes of the IBM Blue Gene/P supercomputer JUGENE [25] , formerly operated by Forschungszentrum Jülich GmbH, Germany. As presented in Figure 4 , the CCT view uses a polymetric view [26] in which each box represents a CCT node and an edge represents a calling-callee relation. The height of a box represents the minimum value of the self-time across all the processes. The width of a box, as well as its color, represents the maximum value of the self-time, across all the processes. Size of a node therefore indicates its significance regarding the overall consumption share. The overall function call graph is given in Figure 5 . Each function is represented as a circle. The size of a circle indicates the number of CCT nodes of that function contained in the CCT Clicking on a CCT node opens a window pane that shows a function graph. Figure 6 illustrates functions, represented as outer boxes. Each function contains the CCT nodes of the encapsulating function. The figure is obtained by clicking on a CCT of the nudt function. We see that nudt has created two CCT nodes since the box representing nudt, at the center, has two small inner boxes. Each of these inner boxes represents a CCT nodes. Callers of the nudt are located left of it, and functions called by nudt are located on the right hand side. Edges indicate the control flow between the functions. The width of the edges indicates the number of calls. Figure 7 illustrates a process view. In this visualization, each box represents a process / computational unit. Three metrics are used to represent a process: the width indicates the maximum self-time value across all CCT nodes, the height indicates the minimum value, and the color fading represents the average. The figure clearly shows that the usage of the computation units is not homogeneous. A grid layout is used to order the boxes. Figure 8 illustrates the execution time of a particular CCT node across all the computational processes.
The example of the flow supports cyclic function call graphs. Although convenient and intuitive, the visualization can be improved in case that the call graph has no cycles, as shown in our alternative function view, described below.
Detail about each visual element is available at all time. First a mouse tooltip indicates the relevant information, including the node name and the relevant metrics. The tooltip appear by moving the mouse above the visual element one wish to have information from. Clicking on a node trigger a new view. The new spanned view may be optionally replaced with a the complete list of associated metrics (accessible from the Raw tab, in Figure 3 ).
C. Alternative Function View
In the case that the function call graph is simpler, we propose an alternative Function view, which gives more detail on the causal-effect of self-time. The visualization was generated on the basis of a Cube measurement report [27] of the execution of the Sweep3D benchmark [28] on 294,912 processes of the IBM Blue Gene/P supercomputer JUGENE [25] , formerly operated by Forschungszentrum Jülich GmbH, Germany. Figure 9 represents a function as a circle. The size of the circle represents the self/exclusive execution time. Edges represent calls between functions. In this scenario, the control flow goes from the left to the right of the figure. Functions with a significant amount of exclusive time (i.e., large circle) have their names on it. Less significant functions have no name in the visualization (however the name remains visible via tooltips).
Each large function has an arc around it. Each portion of this arc represents the share of that function's execution for a given calling function. The share is indicated with the size and the color of the arc. In Figure 9 , each individual call to a function is drawn separately. However, the calls can be bundled in order to reduce clutter. While, for instance, grouping only the calls that contribute an average share of execution time -i.e., those that behave similarly -the outliers will remain visible and call for attention.
This Function view is more detailed than the previous one ( Figure 5 ). However, its applicability if the data contains cycles or large number of nodes still needs to be evaluated on more data.
D. Data and Visualization Challenges
The typical visual analytics challenges, for instance described by Keim et al. [29] , [30] , apply as well to the analysis of CCTs. This section revises these challenges with respect to our framework.
Scalability. The issue of scale has more than one aspect. First, CCTs themselves can become very large if we analyze complex applications such as parallel simulation software (e.g., SPH [31] , [32] ). Such large trees, with potentially hundreds of thousands of nodes, require a sensible pre-processing step prior to visualization to prevent visual overload. Second, many issues we want to address require the comparison of CCTs across processes, timesteps, application runs, or input decks, which may involve a large number of trees. Moreover, there is no guarantee that CCTs of different processes, timesteps, or application runs are identical, even for identical inputs. Thus, the trees have to be matched, requiring heuristics or user interaction to deal with structural differences in the trees.
The first aspect remains open, as we assume the CCTs to be readily available for the described protoype for the sake of concisenes of its presentation. To address the second aspect, our framework promotes the uses of relatively simple visualizations for which practitioners can easily jump from one to another.
The flow supported by our framework is based on the "Visual Information Seeking Mantra" formalized by Shneiderman [33] . It consists of supporting a sequential flow of actions: first getting an overview and then zooming and filtering with details on demand. This mantra is a recognized way to design advanced graphical user interfaces.
Indeed, the user can start exploring the visualization from the CCT view and drill down into the overall execution information by moving into other views.
The visualization uses visual cues and some elementary interaction to cope with the exploitation of large visualizations. In particular, nodes are translucent to avoid occlusion in presence of overlapping, nodes can be drag-and-dropped, outgoing nodes are highlighted when locating the mouse on a particular nodes, and the view can be zoomed-in and out.
Interaction. The second challenge is to provide suitable interaction possibilities to the user, as user feedback is an integral part of each step in the visual analytics model. For the analysis of a CCT, a visualization has to support the user in typical analysis tasks, such as finding outliers, comparing trees, selection and comparison of sub-trees, etc. A thorough user interaction model requires the visualization and ideally the data analytics, as well, to be interactive. This involves a careful trade-off between presenting as much useful information as possible and maintaining interactivity.
Given that the presented visualizations are prototypes, the interaction design is not yet complete. However, we already provide some means to interact with the visualizations. In particular, mouse hovering reveals detail about a particular node. This simple ability therefore removes the need to label each visual element in our visualization. Clicking on an element opens a new pane on the right. Tabs are useful to switch from multiple views within the same class (e.g., as the three function views given in Figure 5 , Figure 6 , and Figure 9 ).
User experience. An adequate user experience is key to favor the acceptance of a visualization into the typical workflow of performance engineers.
Currently, our prototype is not empirically validated. We did run pilots on a number of benchmarks, both available from the public domain such as Zeus, and proprietary ones. These pilots were crucial to improve the overall experience of the visualizations. As a future work, we plan to carry out empirical evaluation of the framework. In particular, controlled experiments and case studies are two experimental designs that seems adequate to evaluate the experience and performance of performance engineers.
Semantics. Finally, deriving semantics and augmenting a visualization with that information to support the user is a challenge, as well. We have to rely on knowledge from performance engineering to find suitable metrics to facilitate automated derivation of semantics from the performance data of simulation runs. A visualization can provide several means to display semantic information. We can utilize color, area, or size, but also additional visualizations that are interactively linked to a CCT. Our framework is able to integrate new visualization and customization of existing visualizations. The framework is implemented in Roassal [34] , an agile framework to build visualizations.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we provide an overview of performance data available in HPC, as well as the challenges encountered in their visualization. Particularly, we focus on visualization of CCTs, which are used in performance analysis of parallel codes. Since traditional tree representation is not suitable for large sets of data common in HPC, we propose a flow-based framework for visualizing the execution of HPC applications. The advantage of such an approach is that it connects several visualizations, and facilitates interaction by providing a navigation flow between them. At the time of writing this paper, our visualization framework is a prototype that requires an empirical evaluation.
In particular, we envision the framework to enable expressing constructions to handle scalability and interaction.
Future work will focus on extending the framework with different visualization approaches and connecting them to source code, as well as allowing domain scientists to evaluate the framework. Since CCTs are used not only in HPC performance analysis, but also in software performance engineering [35] , we plan to evaluate this framework in both settings. In addition, we plan to carefully evaluate the expressiveness of our approach by conducting empirical evaluations.
